Announcements
You may recall that in December 2019 the Senate approved a policy whereby these RTE titleholders would be eligible for emeritus/a status upon retirement:

- Senior Lecturer, Senior Research Associate, Senior Extension Associate
- Professor of the Practice, Associate Professor of the Practice
- Clinical Professor, Associate Clinical Professor
- Research Professor, Associate Research Professor
- Senior Scientist, Senior Scholar,
- Principal Research Scientist, Research Scientist
- Librarian, Associate Librarian, Archivist, Associate Archivist
That policy has now been approved and takes effect immediately.

The **procedure** for granting RTE emeritus/a status is basically the same as what we have for retired professors and associate professors.

Here is a brief 6-slide **overview** with rules about retroactive application.
Policy 1.2 (Research Integrity) Revision

The **Feb 10** Senate presentation resulted in **feedback** that has been incorporated in this **final draft**.

Details and background on this **resolution webpage**.

Final discussion at the March 31 meeting with vote then or soon thereafter